U tube concorde

Nakon prvog leta Nacrt ugovora potpisan je Isprva, novi je konzorcij namjeravao proizvesti dvije
verzije zrakoplova, jedan dugog i jedan kratkog doleta. Kako je program letova napredovao, je 4.
Obije europske kompanije nastavile su od Cijena pojedinog zrakoplova Glavni dizajner projekta
bio je Pierre Satre, s Archibaldom Russellom kao zamjenikom. Boeingu Dizajn ulaznih otvora na
motorima bio je presudan. Svi konvencionalni mlazni motori mogu primati zrak samo pri
brzinama od oko Mach 0. Pri ubrzavaju prema Mach 0. Pri brzini Mach 2. Na testiranjima
Concorde je bio sposoban zatvoriti oba motora na istoj strani aviona pri brzini Mach 2 bez
ikakvih problema u kontroli. Iznenadni pad tlaka u kabini opasan je za sve putnike i posadu.
Nakon polijetanja i udaljavanja od aerodroma, nos i vjetrobran su podizani. British Airways tu
novu rutu primjenio je 1. Od Oko British Airways je Concordeom triput tjedno letio iz Londona
za Miami , sa zaustavljanjem na washintonskom aerodromu Dulles. Nakon minuta na Mach 2.
Let London-Cleveland Do Visina kabine iznad prolaza bila je 1. Bez drugih civilnih zrakoplova na
visini krstarenja od oko 17 m, Concorde je koristio posebne transatlantske pruge. Concordeovi
letovi British Airwaysa, pored standardnog Speedbird pozivnog signala, koristili su i dodatnu
Concorde dezignaciju, radi upozorenja kontroli leta na jedinstvene restrikcije i sposobnosti
zrakoplova. Air Franceovi Concordei koristili su standardne " Airfrans " pozivne signale. Dana
To je bio jedini fatalni incident s takvim avionom. Zrakoplov je s niskim repom udario u hotel
Hotelissimo u Gonesseu. U julu Prvi pokusni let nakon modifikacija uzletio je s londonskog
Heatrowa Za vrijeme 3 sata i 20 minuta leta sredinom Atlantika prema Islandu , Bannister je
postigao brzinu od Mach 2. Prvi let s putnicima obavljen je Redovni komercijalni letovi ponovo
su uspostavljeni 7. British Airways je kasnije nabavio dva zrakoplova za knjigovodstvenu cijenu
od jedne funte kao dio 16,5 milijuna vrijednog otkupa iz Richard Branson Dana 1. BA objavio je
u martu S sjedala, maksimalnom brzinom od Mach 2. BBC News bbc. TIME time. British Airways
britishairways. British Airways. Washington Post , 6 December London: Expose, a division of
Secret Books Limited, ISBN She flies! Concorde na Wikimedijinoj ostavi. Posljednji Concordeov
let Tvornica Airbus , Toulouse , Francuska. Steven F. Izvor rezervnih dijelova nakon , izrezan
Manji dio trupa nalazi se na Le Bourgetu, Francuska. Charles de Gaulle Airport, Pariz ,
Francuska. The pointy-nosed plane barreled down the French tarmac and into the air. The
crowd of , spectators that gathered near the runway at Le Bourget Airport for the Paris Air Show
watched the star of the day, the Concorde, climb toward the horizon. Its rival would not be so
fortunate. But the Soviet plane swerved suddenly during ascent and dropped like a stone onto
the nearby village of Goussainville, where it killed six in the plane and eight on the ground.
From to , the Concorde shrank the Atlantic Ocean in half, ferrying passengers from New York to
London or Paris in a just three and a half hours. The plane cruised higher than 50, feet,
revealing the curvature of the Earth at a casual glance out the window. Tickets were
outrageously expensive. But living in the future, even for just a few hours, has never been
cheap. Today, that future has come and gone. Because of difficult economics and the physical
realities of air travel beyond the speed of sound, the Concorde retired more than 15 years ago.
No supersonic airliner has risen to take is placeâ€”yet. On October 14, , Chuck Yeager broke
through. Cruising in an experimental Bell X-1 aircraft at an altitude in excess of 40, feet, the test
pilot made history by crashing through the sound barrier and becoming the fastest man in a
plane to date. Nobody knew it at the time, since the U. Soon, though, the nations of the world
knew supersonic air travel was possible. Just as the s gave rise to a space race, so too did it
spur a competition in the stratosphere to build an airliner that could carry passengers faster
than the speed of sound, effectively shrinking the globe. The supersonic race, however,
represented a theatre in which postwar Europe could reclaim some pride. Nationalism fueled
the ambition. The Concorde was a way for Europe to leapfrog the U. So Britain sought help.
After unsuccessfully seeking American assistance, Britain found an ally in France. By the early ,
flying faster than the sound barrier in a military jet had gone from milestone to routine. Going
that fast in airliner crammed with paying passengers, however, entailed a different kind of
thinking. The Concorde was equipped with four Rolls-Royce afterburner engines, the same kind
used on fighter jets, each of which generated 38, pounds of thrust. The bird used a slanted
droop-nose that lowered upon takeoff and landing, enabling pilots to see the runway. Revamped
brake systems allowed the plane to touch down on a tarmac unscathed even if it landed at far
higher speeds than its subsonic counterparts. That pride and the work paid off. Four months
before men walked on the moon, the Concorde made its maiden flight. In , it bested the Soviet
supersonic effort in Paris. And soon thereafter it finally appeared on the runway, bearing the
liveries of British Airways and Air France. The Concorde could dart through the clouds at
speeds greater than Mach 2 1, mph. Despite the jarring kah-boom that resonated as it breached
the sound barrier, inside the cabin, all was serene and luxurious, even as the plane seemed to
violate the rules of time and common sense. Judging by the official time, the London to New
York flight would land before it departed. It became the vessel of choice for showbiz stars like

English late night host David Frost, who, according to legend, would commute between London
and New York to record segments, and then zip back across the Atlantic to retire for the
evening. For others, flying on the Concorde turned air travel into a bucket list item, as Samme
Chittum tells Popular Mechanics :. The Concorde engines guzzled gallons of fuel per hour,
necessitating ticket prices that climbed into quadruple digits. To account for the price, the
service was top-notch and the settings upscale. It was impossible to not feel spoiled, and
valued. Passengers could expect to clink champagne glasses at altitude and eat Beluga caviar.
Even though the Concorde cabins were slender and barebones, with the ceiling measuring a
cramped six-feet tall, few could complain about the experience. Beneath the glamor, sex appeal,
and the thrill of flying at Mach 2, however, lurked some serious problems. While 16 airlines
initially placed orders for the Concorde, the plane launched right into the oil crisis of that
thinned out the demand for a thirsty supersonic plan. In total, only 20 Concordes were built, and
six of them remained prototypes. The Concorde could outrun any airliner. It could never
withstand the economic and engineering woes that were always in close pursuit. Countries
banned the jet from flying over their airspace because of the cacophonous sonic boom, which
limited routes to those over the ocean. The United States still has laws on the books barring
SSTs from traversing the country, for fear of noise pollution and windows shattering below. And
then came the crash. In July , Air France Flight crashed during takeoff, the result of a punctured
tire that spewed shrapnel into a fuel tank. All people onboard died in a cataclysmic fire, one that
damaged the public perception of supersonic passenger jets. Shortly afterward, the September
11, terrorist attacks fostered an understandable sense of public paranoia that also cratered Wall
St. But the crash signaled the beginning of the end. Concorde maintenance costs had been
climbing for years while the number of customers willing to pay exorbitant ticket prices waned.
Within five months of each other, Air France and British Airways would throw in the towel on
flying the Concorde. Although the technology is clearly proven, the challenges pervading the
return of a commercial SST remain. Still, the plethora of hurdles remains. Samme Chittum sees
SSTs returning, albeit in a different, more limited capacity:. It seems very likely, that business
people with a lot of money could be flying supersonic private jets. It seems unlikely that
supersonic flights will become commercially available to everyone. With that in mind, it seems
the Concorde, or anything like it really, might just remain absent from the skies forever. Type
keyword s to search. By Sam Blum. Marc Garanger Getty Images. Wilds Getty Images. The
Concorde in flight. Rob Garbarini Getty Images. Hulton Archive Getty Images. This content is
imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you
may be able to find more information, at their web site. Mirrorpix Getty Images. Fox Photos
Getty Images. Boom Aerospace. More Badass Planes. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. The Tu was the world's first commercial supersonic transport aircraft
with its prototype 's maiden flight from Zhukovsky Airport on 31 December , two months before
the British-French Concorde. The Tu suffered from reliability and developmental issues, and
with the Paris Air Show Tu crash , restricted the viability for regular use. The Tu was introduced
into passenger service with Aeroflot between Moscow and Almaty on 26 December , but
withdrawn less than three years later after a second Tu crashed and retired on 1 June The Tu
remained in commercial service as a cargo aircraft until cancellation of the Tu program in The
Tu was later used by the Soviet space program to train pilots of the Buran spacecraft, and by
NASA for supersonic research until The Tu made its final flight on 26 June and surviving aircraft
were put on display across the world or into storage. The Soviet government published the
concept of the Tu in an article in the January issue of the magazine Technology of Air
Transport. The air ministry started development of the Tu on 26 July , 10 days after the design
was approved by the Council of Ministers. The plan called for five flying prototypes to be built in
four years, with the first aircraft to be ready in Despite the similarity in appearance of the Tu to
the Anglo-French supersonic aircraft which earned it the nickname "Concordski" , [7] there
were significant differences between two aircraft. The Tu is bigger and faster than the Concorde
M2. Concorde used an electronic engine control package from Lucas , which Tupolev was not
permitted to purchase for the Tu as it could also be used on military aircraft. Concorde's
designers used fuel as coolant for the cabin air conditioning and for the hydraulic system see
Concorde for details. The Tu prototype was a full-scale demonstrator aircraft with the very
different production aircraft being developed in parallel. While both Concorde and the Tu
prototype had ogival delta wings, the Tu's wing lacked Concorde's conical camber. Production
Tus replaced this wing with a double delta wing including spanwise and chordwise camber.
These were fitted just behind the cockpit and increased lift at low speeds. Moving the elevons
downward in a delta-wing aircraft increases the lift, but also pitches its nose downward. Along

with early Tus , the Tu was one of the last commercial aircraft with a braking parachute. The
prototypes were also the only passenger jets ever fitted with ejection seats , albeit only for the
crew and not the passengers. SSTs for M2. The TuS, of which nine were produced, was fitted
with the Kuznetsov NK A turbofan to address lack of take-off thrust and surge margin. SFC at
M2. The engine intakes had variable intake ramps and bypass flaps with positions controlled
automatically to suit the engine airflow. Jean Rech Sud Aviation states the need for excessive
length was based on the misconception that length was required to attenuate intake distortion.
The Kolesov RD had an unusual variable con-di nozzle for the nozzle pressure ratios at
supersonic speeds. Without an afterburner there was no variable nozzle already available. A
translating plug nozzle was used. Sixteen airworthy Tu airplanes were built:. Although its last
commercial passenger flight was in , production of the Tu did not cease until , when
construction of the airframe was stopped and left partially complete. The last production
aircraft, TuD number , was not completed and was left derelict for many years on Voronezh East
airfield. There was at least one ground test airframe for static testing in parallel with the
development of prototype The TuS went into service on 26 December , flying mail and freight
between Moscow and Alma-Ata in preparation for passenger services, which commenced on 1
November The passenger service ran a semi-scheduled service until the first TuD experienced
an in-flight failure during a pre-delivery test flight, crash-landing on 23 May with two crew
fatalities. An Aeroflot freight-only service recommenced using the new production variant TuD
"D" for Dal'nyaya â€” "long range" [20] aircraft on 23 June , including longer routes from
Moscow to Khabarovsk made possible by the more efficient Kolesov RD turbojet engines, which
also increased the maximum cruising speed to Mach 2. The Tu programme was cancelled by a
Soviet government decree on 1 July that also provided for future use of the remaining Tu
aircraft as airborne laboratories. In , TuD were used to train pilots for the Soviet Buran space
shuttle. In â€” TuD No. Further research was planned but not completed, due to lack of funding.
They offered a Tu as a testbed for its High Speed Commercial Research program, intended to
design a second-generation supersonic jetliner called the High Speed Civil Transport. In , TuD
No. The aircraft made 27 flights in Russia during and Tejavia Systems, the company handling
the transaction, reported in September that the deal was not signed as the replacement
Kuznetsov NK engines from a Tupolev Tu bomber were military hardware and the Russian
government would not allow them to be exported. In , after the retirement of Concorde, there
was renewed interest from several wealthy individuals who wanted to use the TuLL for a
transatlantic record attempt, despite the high cost of a flight readiness overhaul even if military
authorities would authorize the use of NK engines outside Russian Federation airspace. In
March , it was reported that both aircraft would be preserved, [25] [ unreliable source? Early
flights in scheduled service indicated the TuS was extremely unreliable. During flights and
hours of freight and passenger flight time, the TuS suffered more than failures, 80 of them in
flight. After the inaugural flight, two subsequent flights, during the next two weeks, were
cancelled and the third flight rescheduled. Failures included decompression of the cabin in
flight on 27 December , and engine-exhaust duct overheating causing the flight to be aborted
and returned to the takeoff airport on 14 March Aleksey Tupolev, Tu chief designer, and two
USSR vice-ministers of aviation industry and of civil aviation had to be personally present in
Domodedovo airport before each scheduled Tu departure to review the condition of the aircraft
and make a joint decision on whether it could be released into flight. Tu pilot Aleksandr Larin
remembers a troublesome flight around 25 January The flight with passengers suffered the
failure of 22 to 24 onboard systems. Seven to eight systems failed before takeoff, but given the
large number of foreign TV and radio journalists and also other foreign notables aboard the
flight, it was decided to proceed with the flight to avoid the embarrassment of cancellation. After
takeoff, failures continued to multiply. Due to expected political fallout, Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev was personally notified of what was going on in the air. With the accumulated failures,
an alarm siren went off immediately after takeoff, with sound and volume similar to that of a civil
defence warning. The crew could not figure a way to switch it off so the siren stayed on
throughout the remaining 75 minutes of the flight. Eventually, the captain ordered the navigator
to borrow a pillow from the passengers and stuff it inside the siren's horn. After all the
suspense, all landing gear extended and the aircraft landed. The final passenger flight of Tu on
around 30 May involved valve failure on one of the fuel tanks. Only one commercial route,
Moscow to Alma-Ata present-day Almaty , was ever used and flights were limited to one a week,
despite there being eight TuS certified aircraft available and a number of other routes suitable
for supersonic flights, suggesting that the Soviet decision-makers had little confidence in the
Tu when passenger service began in Considering the high rate of technical failures, their
reasoning was sound. Bookings were limited to 70â€”80 passengers or fewer for each flight,
falling well below both the Tu's seating capacity and the demand for seats. With officials acutely

aware of the aircraft's poor reliability and fearful of possible crashes, Soviet decision-makers
deliberately limited flight frequency to the minimum allowing them to claim regular service, and
also limited passenger load to minimize the impact and political fallout of a possible crash. A
serious problem was discovered when two TuS airframes suffered structural failures during
laboratory testing just prior to the Tu entering passenger service. The problem, discovered in ,
may have been known prior to this testing; a large crack was discovered in the airframe of the
prototype Tu aircraft during a stopover in Warsaw following its appearance at the Paris Air
Show. While at the time, this approach was heralded as an advanced feature of the design, it
turned out that large whole-moulded and machined parts contained defects in the alloy's
structure that caused cracking at stress levels below that which the part was expected to
withstand. Once a crack started to develop, it spread quickly over many metres, with no
crack-arresting design feature to stop it. Later the same year, a test airframe was subjected to a
test simulating the temperatures and pressures occurring during a flight. Contraction and
expansion happened because of the cooling during ascent and descent, heating during
supersonic acceleration and cruise and because of the pressure change from high altitude low
outside pressure causing the airframe to expand to ground-level pressure causing it to contract.
The airframe cracked in a similar way to that of the TsAGI load testing. While fatigue cracks of
an acceptable length are normal in aircraft, they are usually found during routine inspections or
stopped at a crack-arresting feature. Aircraft fly with acceptable cracks until they are repaired.
The Tu design was the opposite of standard practice, allowing a higher incidence of defects in
the alloy structure, leading to crack formation and propagation many metres in length. The
Soviet leadership made a political decision to enter the Tu into passenger service in November ,
despite receiving testing reports indicating that the Tu airframe was unsafe and not airworthy
for regular service. Aeroflot appears to have thought so little of the aircraft that it did not
mention it in its five-year plan for However, it was not the airline executives' decision and
Aeroflot reluctantly put the Tu into passenger service on 1 November Though the decision to
cancel the TuS passenger service came a few days after the TuD crashed during the test flight
on 23 May , this crash was regarded as the last straw over mounting concerns about the
reliability of the Tu Even the fact that the technical reason for the crash was specific to the TuD
fuel pump system and did not apply to the TuS did not help. The decision to pull the TuS out of
passenger service after merely 55 flights is thus more likely to be attributable to high incidence
of failures during and before the scheduled flights. In addition, the unique active heat insulation
system used for the air conditioning, which used flow of spent cabin air, was described as
excessively noisy. Passengers seated next to each other could have a conversation only with
difficulty, and those seated two seats apart could not hear each other even when screaming and
had to pass hand-written notes instead. Noise in the back of the aircraft was unbearable.
Aleksey Tupolev acknowledged the problem to foreign passengers and promised to fix it, but
never had the means to do so. There were unprecedented Soviet requests for Western
technological aid with the development of the Tu The request was made despite obviously not
helping to foster Soviet technological prestige, which was one of the key purposes of the Tu
programme. The design of air intakes' variable geometry and their control system was one of
the most intricate features of Concorde, contributing to its fuel efficiency. Over half of the
wind-tunnel time during Concorde development was spent on the design of air intakes and their
control system. In late , the USSR requested a wide range of Concorde technologies, evidently
reflecting the broad spectrum of unresolved Tu technical issues. The list included de-icing
equipment for the leading edge of the air intakes, fuel-system pipes and devices to improve
durability of these pipes, drain valves for fuel tanks, fireproof paints, navigation and piloting
equipment, systems and techniques for acoustical loading of airframe and controls to test
against acoustic fatigue caused by high jet-noise environment , ways to reinforce the airframe
to withstand damage, firefighting equipment, including warning devices and lightning
protection, emergency power supply, and landing gear spray guards a. On 31 August , TuD
suffered an uncontained compressor disc failure in supersonic flight which damaged part of the
airframe structure and systems. The crew was able to perform an emergency landing at
Engels-2 strategic bomber base. Finally, the higher oil prices of the s were starting to catch up
with the Soviet Union. Much later than in the West, but since the late s, commercial efficiency
was starting to become a factor in aviation development decision-making even in the USSR. In
the late s, Soviet insiders were intensely hopeful in conversations with Western counterparts of
reintroducing Tu passenger service for the Moscow Olympic games , even perhaps for flights to
Western Europe, given the aircraft's high visibility, but apparently the technical condition of the
aircraft weighed against such re-introduction even for token flights. As discussed in Howard
Moon's book Soviet SST , economic efficiency alone would not have doomed the Tu altogether;
continuation of token flights for reasons of political prestige would have been possible, if only

the aircraft itself would have allowed for it, but it did not. The decision to cease TuD production
was issued on 7 January , followed by a USSR government decree dated 1 July to cease the
whole Tu programme and to use produced Tu aircraft as flying laboratories. In retrospect, it is
apparent that the Tu suffered from a rush in the design process to the detriment of
thoroughness and quality, and this rush to get airborne exacted a heavy penalty later. By the
way of comparison, Concorde's first flight was originally scheduled for February , but was
pushed back several times until March in order to iron out problems and test components more
thoroughly. We not only had to prevent the West from getting ahead, but had to compete and
leapfrog them, if necessary. This was the task Khrushchev set us We knew that when
Concorde's maiden flight had been set for February or March, , we would have to get our aircraft
up and flying by the end of The introduction of the Tu into passenger service was timed to the
60th anniversary of the Communist revolution , as was duly noted in Soviet officials' speeches
delivered at the airport before the inaugural flight â€” whether the aircraft was actually ready for
passenger service was deemed of secondary importance. Even the outward details of the
inaugural Tu flight betrayed the haste of its introduction into service: several ceiling panels
were ajar, service trays stuck, window shades dropped without being pulled, reading lights did
not work, not all toilets worked and a broken ramp delayed departure half an hour. On arrival to
Alma-Ata, the Tu was towed back and forth for 25 minutes before it could be aligned with the
exit ramp. Whereas Concorde had been subjected to 5, hours of testing by the time it was
certified for passenger flight, making it the most tested aircraft ever, [49] total flight testing time
of the Tu by the time of its introduction into passenger service was fewer than hours. Flight
testing time logged on the prototype was hours; [50] [51] flight testing time for the TuS until the
completion of state acceptance tests was hours; [52] service tests until the commencement of
passenger service were 96 hours of flight time; [53] altogether totalling hours. It is unclear why
the Minister of Aviation Industry and the Minister of Civil Aviation did not endorse the protocols
of state acceptance tests for four months after the tests completion. Fridlyander points out that
in addition to the Tu, Tupolev's bureau had to work on other projects, including the Tu
passenger aircraft and the TuM bomber. Design errors affected not only the Tu, but the Tu as
well. The rushed introduction to service of poorly tested aircraft happened previously with
another Tupolev project that had high political visibility and prestige: the Tu passenger jet-liner
was the first successful Soviet passenger jet in service. In a decision-making similar to the
Tustory, the Soviet government introduced the Tu into passenger service before satisfactory
stability and controllability had been achieved. During high-altitude and high-speed flight the
aircraft was prone to longitudinal instability, and also at high altitudes, it had a narrow range of
angle of attack separating the aircraft from stalls known as coffin corner. These problems
created the preconditions for spin dives, that happened twice before the Tu was eventually
properly tested and the problem was resolved. This politically motivated rush, along with the
fact that the project was essentially ideologically motivated rather than driven by intrinsic needs
of the Soviet society, and with general technological insufficiencies of Soviet industrial base,
contributed to the final undoing of the Tu project. Alexander Poukhov, one of the Tu design
engineers who subsequently rose to be one of the bureau's senior designers, estimated in that
the Tu project was 10â€”15 years beyond the USSR's capabilities at that time. After ceasing the
Tu programme, TuD No. It is unclear why TuD's maximum achievable altitude would be lower
than Concorde's even regular flight altitude, given that Tupolev's data claim better lift-to-drag
ratio for the Tu over 8. Concorde was originally designed for cruising speeds up to Mach 2. The
aircraft was designed for a 30,hour service life over 15 years. Airframe heating and the high
temperature properties of the primary structural materials, which were aluminium alloys , set
the maximum speed at Mach 2. Titanium or stainless steel were used for the leading edges,
elevons, rudder and the rear fuselage engine-exhaust heat shield. Early configurations of the Tu
were based on the unbuilt Tupolev Tu bomber, retaining the latter aircraft's canard layout,
wings and nacelles. Deriving from the Tu bomber, early Tupolev's design for supersonic
passenger airplane was code-named TuP before acquiring the Tu project code. Over the course
of the Tu project, the Tupolev bureau created designs of a number of military versions of Tu but
none were ever built. The launch was to be performed from within Soviet air space, with the
aircraft accelerating to its maximum speed before releasing the missiles. The original design
was based on the TuS, but later changed to be derived from the TuD. Another version of the
design was to carry air-launched long-range cruise missiles similar to the Kh The study of this
version envisioned the use of liquid hydrogen for the afterburners. In the late s. Tupolev
contemplated the development of a long-range heavy interceptor DP-2 based on the TuD also
able to escort bombers on long-range missions. Later this project evolved into an aircraft for
electronic countermeasures ECM to suppress enemy radars and facilitate bomber's penetration
through enemy air defenses TuPP. In the early s this functionality was supplanted with theatre

and strategic reconnaissance TuPR. The dimmer civil prospects for Tu were becoming apparent
the more Tupolev tried to "sell" the aircraft to the military. One of the last attempts to sell a
military version of the Tu was the TuMR, a project for a long-range reconnaissance aircraft for
the Soviet Navy intended to provide targeting information to the Navy's ships and submarines
on sea and oceanic theaters of operations. Another proposed navy version was to have a strike
capability two Kh air-to-surface cruise missiles , along with a reconnaissance function. The
military was unreceptive to Tupolev's approaches. Vasily Reshetnikov, the commander of
Soviet strategic aviation and subsequently, a vice-commander of the Soviet Air Force,
remembers how, in , he was dismayed by Tupolev's attempts to offer for military use the aircraft
that "fell short of its performance target, was beset by reliability problems, fuel-thirsty and
difficult to operate". The development and construction of the supersonic airliner, the future Tu,
was included in the five-year plan and was under the auspices of the influential D. Ustinov then
Soviet minister of defence and confidant of Brezhnev, who represented interests of defence
industries lobby in opposition to the military who regarded this mission as a personal
responsibility â€” not so much to his country and people as to "dear Leonid Il'ych" Brezhnev
whom he literally worshipped, sometimes to the point of shamelessness Yet the supersonic
passenger jet was apparently not making headway and, to the dismay of its curator, it looked as
though Brezhnev might be disappointed. It was then that Dmitry Fedorovich Ustinov jumped at
someone's idea to foist Aeroflot's "bride in search of a wedding" on the military. After it had
been rejected in bomber guise, Ustinov used the Military Industrial Commission one of the most
influential Soviet government bodies to promote the aircraft to the Strategic Aviation as a
reconnaissance or ECM platform, or both. It was clear to me that these aircraft could not
possibly work in concert with any bomber or missile carrier formation; likewise I could not
imagine them operating solo as "Flying Dutchmen" in a war scenario, therefore I resolutely
turned down the offer. Ustinov could not be put off that easily. He managed to persuade the
Navy C-in-C admiral S. Gorshkov who agreed to accept the Tu for Naval Aviation service as a
long-range reconnaissance aircraft without consulting anyone on the matter. Mironenko
rebelled against this decision, but the commander-in-chief would not hear of heed â€” the issue
is decided, period. On learning of this I was extremely alarmed: if Mironenko had been
pressured into taking the Tu, this meant I was going to be next. I made a phone call to
Aleksandr Alekseyevich, urging him to take radical measures; I needn't have called because
even without my urging Mironenko was giving his C-in-C a hard time. Finally Ustinov got wind
of the mutiny and summoned Mironenko to his office. They had a long and heated discussion
but eventually Mironenko succeeded in proving that Ustinov's ideas were unfounded. That was
the last time we heard of Tu Its maiden flight was on 4 March , the final one on 29 February The
aircraft was used to assess the effectiveness of the air-conditioning systems and to solve some
problems on the fuel system. It can be considered the first production aircraft, being the first to
be equipped for commercial use and delivered to Aeroflot. The first operational flight was on 26
December between Moscow and Alma-Ata carrying cargo and mail. This aircraft was the first
SST to land on a dirty runway when she was retired to Monino. The aircraft was constructed in
and was a production model intended for passenger use. However, it was only used during test
flights. On 29 March it made its last flight to Kazan. This aircraft was put on sale on eBay in It
made its maiden flight on 12 December , and its final flight on 27 August Development works on
navigation system were made in this aircraft as well as flight-director approach. Maiden flight
occurred on 14 February , the final Flight on 1 June This aircraft was the second of the two
aircraft used for regular passengers' flights on Moscow â€” Alma-Ata route. This was the last
appearance of a Tu in West Europe. In the first half of the cabin was open for visits and between
August and September was restored and painted in the original Aeroflot livery. At the Paris Air
Show on 3 June , the development program of the Tu suffered severely when the first TuS
production airliner reg crashed. At the end of the officially approved demonstration flight, which
was an exact repeat of the previous day's display, instead of landing as expected the aircraft
entered a very steep climb before making a violent downwards manoeuvre. Gordon et al. They
were under instructions to outperform the Concorde display by all means. During the
unapproved, and therefore unrehearsed manoeuvres, the stability and control augmentation
system was not operating normally. If it had been it would have prevented the loads that caused
the port wing to fail. A popular Russian theory for the crash was that the Tu tried to avoid a
French Mirage chase-plane that was attempting to photograph its canards , which were very
advanced for the time, and that the French and Soviet governments colluded with each other to
cover up such details. The flight of the Mirage was denied in the original French report of the
incident, perhaps because it was engaged in industrial espionage. More recent reports have
admitted the existence of the Mirage and the fact that the Russian crew was not told about the
Mirage's flight , though not its role in the crash. The official press release did state: "though the

inquiry established that there was no real risk of collision between the two aircraft, the Soviet
pilot was likely to have been surprised. Another theory relates to deliberate misinformation on
the part of the Anglo-French design team. The main point of this theory is that the Anglo-French
team knew the Soviet team was planning to steal the design plans of Concorde, and allegedly
passed ersatz substituted blueprints with a flawed design to the Soviets. The case, it is claimed,
contributed to the imprisonment by the Soviets of Greville Wynne in for spying. On 23 May , the
Tupolev supersonic passenger jet was to make a test flight before delivery to Aeroflot. At an
altitude of m, a fire started at the APU located in the right delta-shaped wing. A turn was made
to return to the airport and both engines located in the right wing engines no. Fire trailed the
aircraft and the cockpit filled with smoke. Then one of the remaining two engines failed. The
crew managed to belly land the aircraft in a field near Yegoryevsk , [84] six minutes from the
moment of the beginning of the fire. On impact the nose cone collapsed under the fuselage,
penetrating the compartment in which two flight engineers were seated. It appeared that 27
minutes prior to the ignition, a fuel line ruptured, causing eight tons of fuel to leak, entering
several compartments of the right wing. The fuel readings were judged incorrect by the flight
engineers and were thus not reported to the commander. Data from [86] [ verification needed ].
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Soviet supersonic airliner. This section does not cite
any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. December Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Main article: Paris Air Show Tu crash. While the claim source requires
verification for numbers, that is the purpose of Concorde's spray guards. Another designer,
Yurii Kashtanov, remembers there about effort to leapfrog Concorde's scheduled maiden flight:
"In the final days before the first test flight, it was very hard work. At one point, I didn't leave the
flight test base once for seven days. I was sometimes working shifts of up to 48 hours". The
intended Tu maiden flight was not announced, and in an event of a disaster, an attempted flight
would have been left unreported. Concorde project likewise did not have "inside" knowledge
about intended Soviet plans and their timing. CNN Style. Retrieved 19 January Reed Business
Information Limited. Retrieved 13 February Retrieved 7 August Archived from the original on 17
August Retrieved 13 September Retrieved 2 January Retrieved: 25 January Retrieved: 31 July
The Washington Post , 23 November Retrieved 15 February But it didn't entirely convince the
Soviets that the aircraft needed more testing. When it finally started flying passengers in , the
Tu turned out to be cramped, prone to breaking Chapter "Hard birth pangs of Tu A Supersonic
Flying Laboratory. Retrieved: 27 November Archived from the original on 23 March Tupolev
aircraft. Supersonic transport. Civil aviation Supersonic aircraft list. Concorde Tupolev Tu
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Tu prototype in flight on 1 February Voronezh Aircraft
Production Association. Retired from passenger service Retired from commercial service
Retired Wikimedia Commons has media related to Tupolev Tu Concorde , the first supersonic
passenger-carrying commercial airplane or supersonic transport, SST , built jointly by aircraft
manufacturers in Great Britain and France. Both airlines added regular service to Washington,
D. Other routes were added temporarily or seasonally, and the Concorde was flown on
chartered flights to destinations all over the world. Financial losses led both airlines to cut
routes, eventually leaving New York City as their only regular destination. Only 14 of the aircraft
actually went into service. The Concorde was a supersonic passenger-carrying commercial
airplane. Built in the s as part of a joint venture between the United Kingdom and France, the
Concorde was the first commercial aircraft of its kind. Only 14 Concorde aircraft went into
service before it was retired by both countries in The Concorde was developed by the United
Kingdom and France as part of the first major cooperative aircraft design venture between two
European countries. In the U. The Concorde was designed by four companies: in the U. The
final product was completed in The Concorde made its first successful flight on March 2, , with

a maximum cruising speed of 2, km 1, miles per hour, more than twice the speed of sound. It
made its first transatlantic crossing in Regular flights to Washington, D. As a possible result,
many of these flights were at half capacity, and those on board were frequently airline guests or
upgraded passengers. The supersonic aircraft was noisy and extremely expensive to operate,
which restricted flight availability. The operating costs required fare pricing that was
prohibitively high for many consumers. Many believe this event accelerated the retirement of
the Concorde in The Concorde was the first major cooperative venture of European countries to
design and build an aircraft. The result was a technological masterpiece, the delta-wing
Concorde, which made its first flight on March 2, The Concorde had a maximum cruising speed
of 2, km 1, miles per hour, or Mach 2. The development costs of the Concorde were so great that
they could never be recovered from operations, and the aircraft was never financially profitable.
Nevertheless, it proved that European governments and manufacturers could cooperate in
complex ventures, and it helped to ensure that Europe would remain at the technical forefront of
aerospace development. On July 25, , a Concorde en route from Paris to New York City suffered
engine failure shortly after takeoff when debris from a burst tire caused a fuel tank to rupture
and burst into flames. The aircraft crashed into a small hotel and restaurant. All persons on
board, including passengers and 9 crew members, died; 4 people on the ground were also
killed. Concorde Article Media Additional Info. Print Cite verified Cite. While every effort has
been made to follow citation style rules, there may be some discrepancies. Please refer to the
appropriate style manual or other sources if you have any questions. Facebook Twitter. Give
Feedback External Websites. Let us know if you have suggestions to improve this article
requires login. External Websites. Articles from Britannica Encyclopedias for elementary and
high school students. The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica Encyclopaedia Britannica's
editors oversee subject areas in which they have extensive knowledge, whether from years of
experience gained by working on that content or via study for an advanced degree See Article
History. Concorde supersonic passenger transport, which first flew in and entered commercial
service in Top Questions. Air France flight taking off with fire trailing from its engine, Paris, July
25, The plane crashed shortly after takeoff, killing all people aboard and four others on the
ground. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:. The two countries were not alone in the
race for a supersonic airliner. The Soviet Union built the delta-wing Tupolev Tu, which made its
maiden flight in December and which in June was the first passenger jet to fly faster than
Machâ€¦. The development costs of the Concorde were so great that they could never be
recovered from operations, so, for reasons of national prestige, they were simply written off.
The Concorde was flown asâ€¦. History at your fingertips. Sign up here to see what happened
On This Day , every day in your inbox! Email address. By signing up, you agree to our Privacy
Notice. Be on the lookout for your Britannica newsletter to get trusted stories delivered right to
your inbox. It had a maximum speed over twice the speed of sound , at Mach 2. First flown in ,
Concorde entered service in and operated for 27 years. It is one of only two supersonic
transports to have been operated commercially; the other is the Soviet-built Tupolev Tu , which
operated in the late s. Twenty aircraft were built, including six prototypes and development
aircraft. Air France and British Airways were the only airlines to purchase and fly Concorde. The
aircraft was used mainly by wealthy passengers who could afford to pay a high price in
exchange for the aircraft's speed and luxury service. With only seven airframes each being
operated by the British and French, the per-unit cost was impossible to recoup, so the French
and British governments absorbed the development costs. British Airways and Air France were
able to operate Concorde at a profit after purchasing their aircraft from their respective
governments at a steep discount in comparison to the program's development and procurement
costs. The type was retired in , three years after the crash of Air France Flight , in which all
passengers and crew were killed. The group met for the first time in February and delivered
their first report in April At the time it was known that the drag at supersonic speeds was
strongly related to the span of the wing. The team outlined a baseline configuration that looked
like an enlarged Avro This same short span produced very little lift at low speed, which resulted
in extremely long take-off runs and frighteningly high landing speeds. This effect had been
noticed earlier, notably by Chuck Yeager in the Convair XF , but its qualities had not been fully
appreciated. Weber suggested that this was no mere curiosity, and the effect could be
deliberately used to improve low speed performance. Although the delta had already been used
on aircraft prior to this point, these designs used planforms that were not much different from a
swept wing of the same span. Such a layout would still have good supersonic performance
inherent to the short span, while also offering reasonable take-off and landing speeds using
vortex generation. Test pilot Eric Brown recalls Morgan's reaction to the presentation, saying
that he immediately seized on it as the solution to the SST problem. Brown considers this
moment as being the true birth of the Concorde project. At the very first meeting, on 5

November , the decision was made to fund the development of a test bed aircraft to examine the
low-speed performance of the slender delta, a contract that eventually produced the Handley
Page HP. This would remain economically advantageous as long as fuel represented a small
percentage of operational costs, as it did at the time. STAC suggested that two designs
naturally fell out of their work, a transatlantic model flying at about Mach 2, and a shorter-range
version flying at perhaps Mach 1. To meet this schedule, development would need to begin in ,
with production contracts let in In , a study contract was awarded to Hawker Siddeley and
Bristol for preliminary designs based on the slender delta concept, [23] which developed as the
HSA. Armstrong Whitworth also responded with an internal design, the M-Wing, for the
lower-speed shorter-range category. Even at this early time, both the STAC group and the
government were looking for partners to develop the designs. Each of these planforms had its
own advantages and disadvantages in terms of aerodynamics. As they worked with these
shapes, a practical concern grew to become so important that it forced selection of one of these
designs. Generally one wants to have the wing's centre of pressure CP, or "lift point" close to
the aircraft's centre of gravity CG, or "balance point" to reduce the amount of control force
required to pitch the aircraft. As the aircraft layout changes during the design phase, it is
common for the CG to move fore or aft. With a normal wing design this can be addressed by
moving the wing slightly fore or aft to account for this. Studying the various layouts in terms of
CG changes, both during design and changes due to fuel use during flight, the ogee planform
immediately came to the fore. While the wing planform was evolving, so was the basic SST
concept. Bristol's original Type was a small design with an almost pure slender delta wing, [25]
but evolved into the larger Type To test the new wing, NASA privately assisted the team by
modifying a Douglas F5D Skylancer with temporary wing modifications to mimic the wing
selection. In the NASA test aircraft successfully tested the wing, and found that it reduced
landing speeds noticeably over the standard delta wing. NASA Ames test center also ran
simulations which showed that the aircraft would suffer a sudden change in pitch when entering
ground effect. Ames test pilots later participated in a joint cooperative test with the French and
British test pilots and found that the simulations had been correct, and this information was
added to pilot training. By this time similar political and economic concerns in France had led to
their own SST plans. In the late s the government requested designs from both the
government-owned Sud Aviation and Nord Aviation , as well as Dassault. Of the three, the Sud
Aviation Super-Caravelle won the design contest with a medium-range design deliberately sized
to avoid competition with transatlantic US designs they assumed were already on the drawing
board. As soon as the design was complete, in April , Pierre Satre, the company's technical
director, was sent to Bristol to discuss a partnership. Bristol was surprised to find that the Sud
team had designed a very similar aircraft after considering the SST problem and coming to the
very same conclusions as the Bristol and STAC teams in terms of economics. Sud made minor
changes to the paper, and presented it as their own work. Unsurprisingly, the two teams found
much to agree on. The French had no modern large jet engines, and had already concluded they
would buy a British design anyway as they had on the earlier subsonic Caravelle. This lower
speed would also speed development and allow their design to fly before the Americans. The
only disagreements were over the size and range. The UK team was still focused on a
passenger design serving transatlantic routes, while the French were deliberately avoiding
these. However, this proved not to be the barrier it might seem; common components could be
used in both designs, with the shorter range version using a clipped fuselage and four engines,
the longer one with a stretched fuselage and six engines, leaving only the wing to be
extensively re-designed. A single design emerged that differed mainly in fuel load. More
powerful Bristol Siddeley Olympus engines, being developed for the TSR-2 , allowed either
design to be powered by only four engines. The Treasury Ministry in particular presented a very
negative view, suggesting that there was no way the project would have any positive financial
returns for the government, especially in light that "the industry's past record of over-optimistic
estimating including the recent history of the TSR. This concern led to an independent review of
the project by the Committee on Civil Scientific Research and Development, which met on topic
between July and September The Committee ultimately rejected the economic arguments,
including considerations of supporting the industry made by Thorneycroft. Their report in
October stated that it was unlikely there would be any direct positive economic outcome, but
that the project should still be considered for the simple reason that everyone else was going
supersonic, and they were concerned they would be locked out of future markets. Conversely, it
appeared the project would not be likely to significantly impact other, more important, research
efforts. After considerable argument, the decision to proceed ultimately fell to an unlikely
political expediency. Cabinet felt that signing a deal with Sud would pave the way for Common
Market entry, and this became the main deciding reason for moving ahead with the deal. The

development project was negotiated as an international treaty between the two countries rather
than a commercial agreement between companies and included a clause, originally asked for by
the UK, imposing heavy penalties for cancellation. A draft treaty was signed on 29 November
Both words mean agreement , harmony or union. The name was officially changed to Concord
by Harold Macmillan in response to a perceived slight by Charles de Gaulle. At the French
roll-out in Toulouse in late , [35] the British Government Minister of Technology , Tony Benn ,
announced that he would change the spelling back to Concorde. In his memoirs, he recounts a
tale of a letter from an irate Scotsman claiming: "[Y]ou talk about 'E' for England, but part of it is
made in Scotland. Concorde also acquired an unusual nomenclature for an aircraft. In common
usage in the United Kingdom, the type is known as "Concorde" without an article , rather than "
the Concorde" or " a Concorde". Described by Flight International as an "aviation icon" and
"one of aerospace's most ambitious but commercially flawed projects", [40] [41] Concorde
failed to meet its original sales targets, despite initial interest from several airlines. At first, the
new consortium intended to produce one long-range and one short-range version. However,
prospective customers showed no interest in the short-range version and it was dropped. The
advertisement predicted a market for aircraft by and boasted of Concorde's head start over the
United States' SST project. Concorde had considerable difficulties that led to its dismal sales
performance. The consortium received orders, i. The design work was supported by a preceding
research programme studying the flight characteristics of low ratio delta wings. A supersonic
Fairey Delta 2 was modified to carry the ogee planform, and, renamed as the BAC , used for
flight tests of the high speed flight envelope, [55] the Handley Page HP. As the flight programme
progressed, embarked on a sales and demonstration tour on 4 September , which was also the
first transatlantic crossing of Concorde. While Concorde had initially held a great deal of
customer interest, the project was hit by a large number of order cancellations. The Paris Le
Bourget air show crash of the competing Soviet Tupolev Tu had shocked potential buyers, and
public concern over the environmental issues presented by a supersonic aircraftâ€”the sonic
boom , take-off noise and pollutionâ€”had produced a shift in public opinion of SSTs. By four
nations remained as prospective buyers: Britain, France, China, and Iran. The United States
government cut federal funding for the Boeing , its rival supersonic transport programme, in ;
Boeing did not complete its two prototypes. The US, India, and Malaysia all ruled out Concorde
supersonic flights over the noise concern, although some of these restrictions were later
relaxed. Concorde is an ogival delta winged aircraft with four Olympus engines based on those
employed in the RAF's Avro Vulcan strategic bomber. It is one of the few commercial aircraft to
employ a tailless design the Tupolev Tu being another. Concorde was the first airliner to have a
in this case, analogue fly-by-wire flight-control system; the avionics system Concorde used was
unique because it was the first commercial aircraft to employ hybrid circuits. Various views
were put forward on the likely type of powerplant for a supersonic transport, such as podded or
buried installation and turbojet or ducted-fan engines. Seddon of the RAE saw "a future in a
more sophisticated integration of shapes" in a buried installation. Another concern highlighted
the case with two or more engines situated behind a single intake. An intake failure could lead
to a double or triple engine failure. The advantage of the ducted fan over the turbojet was
reduced airport noise but with considerable economic penalties with its larger cross-section
producing excessive drag. The powerplant configuration selected for Concorde, and its
development to a certificated design, can be seen in light of the above symposium topics which
highlighted airfield noise, boundary layer management and interactions between adjacent
engines and the requirement that the powerplant, at Mach 2, tolerate combinations of
pushovers, sideslips, pull-ups and throttle slamming without surging. Rolls-Royce had a design
proposal, the RB. Great confidence was placed in being able to reduce the noise of a turbojet
and massive strides by SNECMA in silencer design were reported during the programme.
Situated behind the leading edge of the wing the engine intake had wing boundary layer ahead
of it. Two-thirds was diverted and the remaining third which entered the intake did not adversely
affect the intake efficiency [90] : p. Extensive wind tunnel testing helped define leading edge
modifications ahead of the intakes which solved the problem. Each engine had its own intake
and the engine nacelles were paired with a splitter plate between them to minimise adverse
behaviour of one powerplant influencing the other. Concorde needed to fly long distances to be
economically viable; this required high efficiency from the powerplant. Turbofan engines were
rejected due to their larger cross-section producing excessive drag. Olympus turbojet
technology was available to be developed to meet the design requirements of the aircraft,
although turbofans would be studied for any future SST. The aircraft used reheat afterburners
only at take-off and to pass through the upper transonic regime to supersonic speeds, between
Mach 0. Reheat was switched off at all other times. Due to the high thrust produced even with
the engines at idle, only the two outer engines were run after landing for easier taxiing and less

brake pad wear â€” at low weights after landing, the aircraft would not remain stationary with all
four engines idling requiring the brakes to be continuously applied to prevent the aircraft from
rolling. The air intake design for Concorde's engines was especially critical. They had to provide
adequate subsonic performance for diversion cruise and low engine-face distortion at take-off.
They also had to provide an alternative path for excess intake air during engine throttling or
shutdowns. As well as supplying air to the engine, the intake also supplied air through the ramp
bleed to the propelling nozzle. The nozzle ejector or aerodynamic design, with variable exit area
and secondary flow from the intake, contributed to good expansion efficiency from take-off to
cruise. It was the world's first use of a digital processor to be given full authority control of an
essential system in a passenger aircraft. It was developed by the Electronics and Space
Systems ESS division of the British Aircraft Corporation after it became clear that the analogue
AICUs fitted to the prototype aircraft and developed by Ultra Electronics were found to be
insufficiently accurate for the tasks in hand. Engine failure causes problems on conventional
subsonic aircraft ; not only does the aircraft lose thrust on that side but the engine creates drag,
causing the aircraft to yaw and bank in the direction of the failed engine. If this had happened to
Concorde at supersonic speeds, it theoretically could have caused a catastrophic failure of the
airframe. Although computer simulations predicted considerable problems, in practice
Concorde could shut down both engines on the same side of the aircraft at Mach 2 without the
predicted difficulties. So, on Concorde, engine failure was countered by the opening of the
auxiliary spill door and the full extension of the ramps, which deflected the air downwards past
the engine, gaining lift and minimising drag. Concorde pilots were routinely trained to handle
double engine failure. Concorde's thrust-by-wire engine control system was developed by Ultra
Electronics. Air compression on the outer surfaces caused the cabin to heat up during flight.
Every surface, such as windows and panels, was warm to the touch by the end of the flight. The
engineers used Hiduminium R. The reverse happened when descending and slowing down. This
had to be factored into the metallurgical and fatigue modelling. A test rig was built that
repeatedly heated up a full-size section of the wing, and then cooled it, and periodically samples
of metal were taken for testing. The most obvious manifestation of this was a gap that opened
up on the flight deck between the flight engineer 's console and the bulkhead. On some aircraft
that conducted a retiring supersonic flight, the flight engineers placed their caps in this
expanded gap, wedging the cap when it shrank again. During supersonic flight the surfaces
forward from the cockpit became heated, and a visor was used to deflect much of this heat from
directly reaching the cockpit. Concorde had livery restrictions; the majority of the surface had
to be covered with a highly reflective white paint to avoid overheating the aluminium structure
due to heating effects from supersonic flight at Mach 2. F-BTSD was used because it was not
scheduled for any long flights that required extended Mach 2 operations. Due to its high
speeds, large forces were applied to the aircraft during banks and turns, and caused twisting
and distortion of the aircraft's structure. In addition there were concerns over maintaining
precise control at supersonic speeds. Both of these issues were resolved by active ratio
changes between the inboard and outboard elevons , varying at differing speeds including
supersonic. Only the innermost elevons, which are attached to the stiffest area of the wings,
were active at high speed. When any aircraft passes the critical mach of that particular airframe,
the centre of pressure shifts rearwards. This causes a pitch down moment on the aircraft if the
centre of gravity remains where it was. This could have been countered by the use of trim
controls , but at such high speeds this would have dramatically increased drag. Instead, the
distribution of fuel along the aircraft was shifted during acceleration and deceleration to move
the centre of gravity, effectively acting as an auxiliary trim control. To fly non-stop across the
Atlantic Ocean, Concorde required the greatest supersonic range of any aircraft. This also
required carrying only a modest payload and a high fuel capacity, and the aircraft was trimmed
with precision to avoid unnecessary drag. Nevertheless, soon after Concorde began flying, a
Concorde "B" model was designed with slightly larger fuel capacity and slightly larger wings
with leading edge slats to improve aerodynamic performance at all speeds, with the objective of
expanding the range to reach markets in new regions. This was cancelled due in part to poor
sales of Concorde, but also to the rising cost of aviation fuel in the s. Concorde's high cruising
altitude meant people onboard received almost twice the flux of extraterrestrial ionising
radiation as those travelling on a conventional long-haul flight. A sudden reduction in cabin
pressure is hazardous to all passengers and crew. Concorde was equipped with smaller
windows to reduce the rate of loss in the event of a breach, [] a reserve air supply system to
augment cabin air pressure, and a rapid descent procedure to bring the aircraft to a safe
altitude. The FAA enforces minimum emergency descent rates for aircraft and noting
Concorde's higher operating altitude, concluded that the best response to pressure loss would
be a rapid descent. While subsonic commercial jets took eight hours to fly from New York to

Paris, the average supersonic flight time on the transatlantic routes was just under 3. Due to the
significantly less variable nature of high altitude winds compared to those at standard cruising
altitudes, these dedicated SST tracks had fixed co-ordinates, unlike the standard routes at lower
altitudes, whose co-ordinates are replotted twice daily based on forecast weather patterns
jetstreams. The delta-shaped wings required Concorde to adopt a higher angle of attack at low
speeds than conventional aircraft, but it allowed the formation of large low pressure vortices
over the entire upper wing surface, maintaining lift. The only thing that tells you that you're
moving is that occasionally when you're flying over the subsonic aeroplanes you can see all
these s 20, feet below you almost appearing to go backwards, I mean you are going miles an
hour or thereabouts faster than they are. The aeroplane was an absolute delight to fly, it
handled beautifully. I think it's absolutely amazing and here we are, now in the 21st century, and
it remains unique. Because of the way Concorde's delta-wing generated lift, the undercarriage
had to be unusually strong and tall to allow for the angle of attack at low speed. At rotation ,
Concorde would rise to a high angle of attack, about 18 degrees. Prior to rotation the wing
generated almost no lift, unlike typical aircraft wings. Combined with the high airspeed at
rotation knots or kilometres per hour or miles per hour indicated airspeed , this increased the
stresses on the main undercarriage in a way that was initially unexpected during the
development and required a major redesign. The main undercarriage units swing towards each
other to be stowed but due to their great height also need to contract in length telescopically
before swinging to clear each other when stowed. The port nose wheel carries speed generators
for the anti-skid braking system which prevents brake activation until nose and main wheels
rotate at the same rate. The brakes, developed by Dunlop , were the first carbon-based brakes
used on an airliner. Wheel sensors include brake overload, brake temperature, and tyre
deflation. Concorde's drooping nose, developed by Marshall's of Cambridge at Cambridge
Airport , [] enabled the aircraft to switch between being streamlined to reduce drag and achieve
optimal aerodynamic efficiency without obstructing the pilot's view during taxi, take-off, and
landing operations. Due to the high angle of attack, the long pointed nose obstructed the view
and necessitated the capability to droop. The droop nose was accompanied by a moving visor
that retracted into the nose prior to being lowered. When the nose was raised to horizontal, the
visor would rise in front of the cockpit windscreen for aerodynamic streamlining. Following
take-off and after clearing the airport, the nose and visor were raised. Prior to landing, the visor
was again retracted and the nose lowered to The US Federal Aviation Administration had
objected to the restrictive visibility of the visor used on the first two prototype Concordes,
which had been designed before a suitable high-temperature window glass had become
available, and thus requiring alteration before the FAA would permit Concorde to serve US
airports. This led to the redesigned visor used on the production and the four pre-production
aircraft , , , and Concorde was modified with rooftop portholes for use on the Solar Eclipse
mission and equipped with observation instruments. It performed the longest observation of a
solar eclipse to date, about 74 minutes. Scheduled flights began on 21 January on the
Londonâ€” Bahrain and Parisâ€” Rio de Janeiro via Dakar routes, [] with BA flights using the
Speedbird Concorde call sign to notify air traffic control of the aircraft's unique abilities and
restrictions, but the French using their normal call signs. The US Congress had just banned
Concorde landings in the US, mainly due to citizen protest over sonic booms , preventing
launch on the coveted North Atlantic routes. The ban came to an end on 17 October when the
Supreme Court of the United States declined to overturn a lower court's ruling rejecting efforts
by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and a grass-roots campaign led by Carol
Berman to continue the ban. Kennedy Airport began on 22 November A dispute with India
prevented Concorde from reaching supersonic speeds in Indian airspace, so the route was
eventually declared not viable and discontinued in Periodically Concorde visited the region on
similar chartered flights to Mexico City and Acapulco. In its early years, the British Airways
Concorde service had a greater number of "no shows" passengers who booked a flight and
then failed to appear at the gate for boarding than any other aircraft in the fleet. Following the
launch of British Airways Concorde services, Britain's other major airline, British Caledonian
BCal , set up a task force headed by Gordon Davidson, BA's former Concorde director, to
investigate the possibility of their own Concorde operations. One important reason for BCal's
interest in Concorde was that the British Government's aviation policy review had opened the
possibility of BA setting up supersonic services in competition with BCal's established sphere
of influence. To counteract this potential threat, BCal considered their own independent
Concorde plans, as well as a partnership with BA. BCal entered into a bid to acquire at least one
Concorde. BCal's envisaged two-Concorde fleet would have required a high level of aircraft
usage to be cost-effective; therefore, BCal had decided to operate the second aircraft on a
supersonic service between Gatwick and Atlanta, with a stopover at either Gander or Halifax. By

around in the UK, the future for Concorde looked bleak. The British government had lost money
operating Concorde every year, and moves were afoot to cancel the service entirely. A cost
projection came back with greatly reduced metallurgical testing costs because the test rig for
the wings had built up enough data to last for 30 years and could be shut down. Despite this,
the government was not keen to continue. Asked by Robb if it was the worst deal ever
negotiated by a government minister, he replied "That is probably right. But if you have your
hands tied behind your back and no cards and a very skillful negotiator on the other side of the
table I defy you to do any [better]. Research revealed that passengers thought that the fare was
higher than it actually was, so the airline raised ticket prices to match these perceptions. From
to British Airways flew a Saturday morning Concorde service to Grantley Adams International
Airport , Barbados , during the summer and winter holiday season. Prior to the Air France Paris
crash , several UK and French tour operators operated charter flights to European destinations
on a regular basis; [] [] the charter business was viewed as lucrative by British Airways and Air
France. In , British Airways held a promotional contest to mark the 10th anniversary of the
airline's move into the private sector. On 11 April , Virgin Atlantic founder Sir Richard Branson
announced that the company was interested in purchasing British Airways' Concorde fleet "for
the same price that they were given them for â€” one pound". It has been suggested that
Concorde was not withdrawn for the reasons usually given but that it became apparent during
the grounding of Concorde that the airlines could make more profit carrying first-class
passengers subsonically. Other reasons why the attempted revival of Concorde never
happened relate to the fact that the narrow fuselage did not allow for "luxury" features of
subsonic air travel such as moving space, reclining seats and overall comfort. An auction of
Concorde parts and memorabilia for Air France was held at Christie's in Paris on 15 November ;
1, people attended, and several lots exceeded their predicted values. For instance, the famous
"droop nose" can still be lowered and raised. This led to rumours that they could be prepared
for future flights for special occasions. It is on display at the Smithsonian's Steven F.
Udvar-Hazy Center at Dulles Airport. British Airways conducted a North American farewell tour
in October Kennedy International Airport. Each day the aircraft made a return flight out and
back into Heathrow to the cities, often overflying them at low altitude. On 23 October , the
Queen consented to the illumination of Windsor Castle , an honour reserved for state events
and visiting dignitaries, as Concorde's last west-bound commercial flight departed London.
British Airways retired its Concorde fleet on 24 October The three aircraft then circled over
London, having received special permission to fly at low altitude, before landing in sequence at
Heathrow. The plane was piloted by Mike Bannister and Les Broadie, who claimed a flight time
of three hours, 55 minutes and 12 seconds, a record between the two cities. All of BA's
Concorde fleet have been grounded, drained of hydraulic fluid and their airworthiness
certificates withdrawn. It was retired in and then only used for spares. It was dismantled and
transported by road from Filton to the Brooklands Museum in Surrey where it was restored from
essentially a shell. In February , it was announced that the museum and a group of volunteer Air
France technicians intend to restore F-BTSD so it can taxi under its own power. Kennedy
International Airport in New York City, killing all passengers and nine crew members on board
as well as four people on the ground. It was the only fatal accident involving Concorde. This
fragment punctured a tyre on Concorde's left main wheel bogie during take-off. The tyre
exploded, and a piece of rubber hit the fuel tank, which caused a fuel leak and led to a fire. The
crew shut down engine number 2 in response to a fire warning, and with engine number 1
surging and producing little power, the aircraft was unable to gain altitude or speed. The claim
that a metallic strip caused the crash was disputed during the trial both by witnesses including
the pilot of then French President Jacques Chirac 's aircraft that had just landed on an adjacent
runway when Flight caught fire and by an independent French TV investigation that found a
wheel spacer had not been installed in the left-side main gear and that the plane caught fire
some 1, feet from where the metallic strip lay. They came to the conclusion that the Concorde
veered off course on the runway, which reduced takeoff speed below the crucial minimum. John
Hutchinson, who had served as a Concorde captain for 15 years with British Airways, said "the
fire on its own should have been 'eminently survivable; the pilot should have been able to fly
his way out of trouble'", had it not been for a "lethal combination of operational error and
'negligence' by the maintenance department of Air France" that "nobody wants to talk about".
On 6 December , Continental Airlines and John Taylor, a mechanic who installed the metal strip,
were found guilty of involuntary manslaughter; [] however, on 30 November , a French court
overturned the conviction, saying mistakes by Continental and Taylor did not make them
criminally responsible. Before the accident, Concorde had been arguably the safest operational
passenger airliner in the world with zero passenger deaths-per-kilometres travelled; but there
had been two prior non-fatal accidents and a rate of tyre damage some 30 times higher than

subsonic airliners from to During the 3-hour minute flight over the mid-Atlantic towards Iceland,
Bannister attained Mach 2. The test flight, intended to resemble the Londonâ€”New York route,
was declared a success and was watched on live TV, and by crowds on the ground at both
locations. The first flight with passengers after the accident took place on 11 September ,
landing shortly before the World Trade Center attacks in the United States. This was not a
commercial flight: all the passengers were BA employees. Of the 20 aircraft built, [2] 18 remain
in good condition. The only supersonic airliner in direct competition with Concorde was the
Soviet Tupolev Tu , nicknamed "Concordski" by Western European journalists for its outward
similarity to Concorde. The Tu S had a significantly shorter range than Concorde. Jean Rech,
Sud Aviation, attributed this to two things, [] a very heavy powerplant with an intake twice as
long as that on Concorde, and low-bypass turbofan engines with too-high a bypass ratio which
needed afterburning for cruise. The aircraft had poor control at low speeds because of a simpler
supersonic wing design; in addition the Tu required braking parachutes to land while Concorde
used anti-lock brakes. Later production Tu versions were more refined and competitive. They
had retractable canards for better low-speed control, turbojet engines providing nearly the fuel
efficiency and range of Concorde [] [ failed verification ] and a top speed of Mach 2. Passenger
service commenced in November , but after the crash the aircraft was taken out of passenger
service after only 55 flights, which carried an average of 58 passengers. The aircraft had an
inherently unsafe structural design as a consequence of an automated production method
chosen to simplify and speed up manufacturing. These were to have been larger, with seating
for up to people. The only other large supersonic aircraft comparable to Concorde are strategic
bombers , principally the Soviet Tu , TuM , M experimental , T-4 experimental , Tu and the
American XB experimental and B Before Concorde's flight trials, developments in the civil
aviation industry were largely accepted by governments and their respective electorates.
Opposition to Concorde's noise, particularly on the east coast of the United States, [] [] forged a
new political agenda on both sides of the Atlantic, with scientists and technology experts
across a multitude of industries beginning to take the environmental and social impact more
seriously. Kennedy Airport, many found that Concorde was quieter than expected, [71] partly
due to the pilots temporarily throttling back their engines to reduce noise during overflight of
residential areas. Concorde produced nitrogen oxides in its exhaust, which, despite
complicated interactions with other ozone-depleting chemicals, are understood to result in
degradation to the ozone layer at the stratospheric altitudes it cruised. The small fleet meant
overall ozone-layer degradation caused by Concorde was negligible. Each 1 percent drop in
ozone is estimated to increase the incidence of non-melanoma skin cancer worldwide by 2
percent. Dr Fahey said if these particles are produced by highly oxidised sulphur in the fuel, as
he believed, then removing sulphur in the fuel will reduce the ozone-destroying impact of
supersonic transport. Concorde's technical leap forward boosted the public's understanding of
conflicts between technology and the environment as well as awareness of the complex
decision analysis processes that surround such conflicts. Concorde was normally perceived as
a privilege of the rich, but special circular or one-way with return by other flight or ship charter
flights were arranged to bring a trip within the means of moderately well-off enthusiasts. The
aircraft was usually referred to by the British as simply "Concorde". As a symbol of national
pride, an example from the BA fleet made occasional flypasts at selected Royal events, major
air shows and other special occasions, sometimes in formation with the Red Arrows. Significant
numbers of people attended the final landings; the event received widespread media coverage.
The heads of France and the United Kingdom flew in Concorde many times. Concorde
sometimes made special flights for demonstrations, air shows such as the Farnborough ,
Paris-LeBourget , Oshkosh AirVenture and MAKS air shows as well as parades and celebrations
for example, of Zurich Airport's anniversary in The aircraft were also used for private charters
including by the President of Zaire Mobutu Sese Seko on multiple occasions , [] for advertising
companies including for the firm OKI , for Olympic torch relays Winter Olympics in Albertville
and for observing solar eclipses , including the solar eclipse of June 30, [] [] [] and again for the
total solar eclipse on August 11, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see
Concorde disambiguation. British-French supersonic airliner. The nozzle consists of tilting
cups. Concorde's intake ramp system schematics. External view of Concorde's fuselage. British
Airways Concorde interior. The narrow fuselage permitted only a 4-abreast seating with limited
headroom. Main article: Droop nose aeronautics. See also: Concorde aircraft histories. Main
article: Concorde aircraft histories. Further information: Supersonic transport. France portal
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